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The Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR) Adapts to

Business Growth by Switching to a Scalable LMS

The Society of Interventional Radiology had one goal – to be able to deliver blended education to their

members in an efficient and exciting manner. Offering a majority of online, self-paced CME and MOC

programs along with a handful of live meetings each year, SIR needed a learning management system that

was intuitive, rich in features, and had the capacity to adapt to growing business and education needs.

 

That is how they found CourseStage LMS by Web Courseworks.
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The Society of Interventional Radiology is a
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at different professional levels.
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members worldwide

THE CHALLENGE

SIR faced a problem that is common among growing

associations: they were stuck with technology that could

not move forward with them. 

 

Their LMS had limited ability to create and deliver blended

educational programs, provide assessments, limited

reporting tools especially related to ACCME reporting

requirements, and was unable to create sub-instances

within the LMS ideal for SIR's brand-new Online Residency

Curriculum.

"Our old LMS functioned and it did what we needed it to do,

but there was no room for growth and no room to try to

deliver education in new ways," said Jennifer Rowley, Director

of Education Products and Services at SIR
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The Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR) is a medical specialty society representing over 6,000 members working in a variety
of settings and at different professional levels – from medical students and residents to university faculty and private practice
physicians. With a growing member base and growing medical education requirements, the need for a learning management
system that can handle the challenges became crucial.
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THE SOLUTION

CourseStage LMS by Web Courseworks is a learning management system built for associations and

medical societies with multifaceted continuing education initiatives. With CourseStage LMS, the Society

of Interventional Radiology is now able to:

Effectively deliver blended, synchronous education to members

Create custom reports and expand its reporting/querying tools

Manage, track, and transmit CME and MOC credits efficiently

Rapidly author media-rich online courses by utilizing course templates

Allow multi-tenancy within the LMS for their Online Residency Curriculum

COURSE TEMPLATES

Within CourseStage LMS, SIR can

turn any course into a template

with a click of a button and then

use that course repeatedly to

create new courses. 

 

Course layouts, text, activities,

and settings are all saved in the

template which makes creating

new courses easy and quick.

Multiple courses can be created at

once with a template as well as via

CSV upload to save time

 

LMS Manager, Elizabeth

Nicholson, said, "I appreciate that

the authoring tools are within the

system, which allows me to build

things quickly." Rowley added,

"She (Elizabeth) can get in there

and build something incredibly

fast, and I think that speaks

volumes to the ease of use of the

system. The speed at which she

can get stuff online has greatly

changed from what our system

was.

MULTI-TENANCY

(SUB-PORTALS)

Interventional radiology was recently

made a primary specialty, which means

practitioners now have their own

residency program as part of their

medical education. Multi-tenancy

within CourseStage LMS allows SIR to

provide robust functionality to all

interventional radiology fields of

practice. 

 

From oncology to peripheral arterial

disease, learners (within the Society of

Interventional Radiology) will be able

to receive the same baseline training.

This way, everyone can practice

competitively and contribute to the

specialty in return.

 

“The reason why we’re going with Sub-

portals is because it’s important for

the program directors to be able to

track performance and see where the

trainees are in the program. If they’re a

month behind, their program director

should be able to see that”, explained

Rowley.

 

 

SYNCHRONOUS

BLENDED LEARNING

The Online Residency Curriculum

launching in 2020 is a two-year

program developed by SIR. It will

be an online program that will

cover various topic areas of

interventional radiology to assure

that members are receiving

exposure to different areas of the

specialty. 

 

SIR is using CourseStage LMS to

supplement face-to-face

experience with synchronous,

blended learning approach. For

their certificate program, SIR

offers pre-work in the LMS which

can diagnose progress areas

among participants then

prescribe appropriate

remediation before an instructor-

led workshop or live event. Now,

online materials are becoming the

core and integral piece that holds

the puzzle together.

ABOUT WEB COURSEWORKS

Web Courseworks is a leading learning technologies and consulting company that is forging a path of innovation in

the eLearning industry. Our experiences and expertise guides our partners to become the leading providers of

education in their fields. We channel association learning efforts to deliver on the promise of revolutionary

performance improvement. Learn more at www.webcourseworks.com.


